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PRACTICAL LAW CANADA
Suggested Search Terms and Resource Suggestions
We have sought to enhance the way in which users can search for resources on Practical Law Canada. We
have also sought to make improvements to the way in which users can locate specific Practical Law
Resources. These enhancements will appear when a user runs a search using the Global Search Box on
Practical Law Canada.
As a user begins typing in the Global Search Box, two new features will appear in a drop-down below:
1. Suggested Search Terms - An enhancement to Practical Law Canada's search functionality, this
feature suggests search terms, based on previous successful searches by subscribers.
2. Resource Suggestions - Resource suggestions generated as the name of the document is entered.
Suggested Search Terms
Begin your search using the Global Search Box on Practical Law Canada:

Figure 1: Beginning a search from the home page of Practical Law Canada

Suggested search terms appear below the Global Search Box as you begin typing in your search.
You can then select a term or phrase from the list of suggestions by selecting the phrase.

Figure 2: The results of a search run using Suggested Search Terms

After selecting the phrase from the list of suggestions, a search is run as normal. This functionality is similar to
"autocomplete" features found on other popular internet search engines.
This functionality applies to both English and French search terms.
To see suggestions on What's Market content, make sure you are searching for the name of a company or
deal from the What's Market tab.

Figure 3: Suggestions on What's Market content
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Select "View More" to view even more suggested search terms.

Figure 4: Select "View More" to receive even more suggested search terms

The more terms a user enters, the more specific the suggestions become.
To disable the Search Term Suggestions, de-select the check box on the right-hand side of the drop down.
This will prevent the suggestions from displaying on a search.

Figure 5: Uncheck "Show Suggestions" from the check box on the right-hand side of the drop-down menu to
disable the search suggestions.
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If results are generated by selecting a Search Term Suggestion which is out of your plan, an out of plan
banner will display across the document, clearly letting you know that this potentially relevant result is not
available under your subscription.
Resource Suggestions
Begin your search using the Global Search Box on Practical Law Canada.
Suggested resources appear below the Global Search Box, under the Suggested Search Terms, as you begin
typing in your search.
You can then select a document from the list of suggested resources by selecting the phrase. This provides
quicker access to documents, when you are searching for a document by name.

Figure 6: Resource Suggestions

The more search terms you enter, the more refined a suggestion becomes. If you know the exact name of the
document you are looking for, it will quickly appear as you enter the first few terms.
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Figure 7: The complete name of a document appears after only a few characters are entered.

Entering terms which do not appear in the title of a document will change the resource suggestions. If too
many terms are included which do not appear in the document title, the resource will no longer be suggested.

Figure 8: Several terms have been entered, narrowing the results of the suggested resources to just one
document.

Suggested Resources will include Practice Notes, Practice Note Overviews, Standard Documents, Standard
Clauses, Checklists, Toolkits, Provincial Q&As, and Legal Updates, as well as French Language documents.
Glossary Terms and What’s Market Deal Summaries are not included in Resources Suggestions. The
Resource Suggestions are not otherwise Practice Area specific, and are listed by relevance to the search
terms, rather than Practice Area or document type.
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Figure 9: Suggested Resources of various types, including French Language suggestions.

Select the "view more" button to view even more Suggested Resources. Up to 20 Practical Law Canada
Resources will be suggested.
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Figures 10 and 11: Viewing even more Suggested Resources in the drop-down menu.

To disable the "Resources" suggestions, de-select the check box on the right-hand side of the drop down. This
will prevent the suggestions from displaying on a search.

Figure 12: Uncheck "Show Suggestions" from the check box on the right-hand side of the drop-down menu
to disable the resource suggestions.

Note: If a Suggested Resource is outside of your subscription, you will be taken to the abstract-only view of
the document.
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